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• Human limb position has a substantial impact on the robustness of EMG pattern recognition.
• Invariant power spectral moments described as a solution.
• Real time classification experiments were carried out on 11 subjects.
• Limb position invariant myoelectric pattern recognition achieved.
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a b s t r a c t

Recent studies in Electromyogram (EMG) pattern recognition reveal a gap between research findings
and a viable clinical implementation of myoelectric control strategies. One of the important factors
contributing to the limited performance of such controllers in practice is the variation in the limb
position associated with normal use as it results in different EMG patterns for the same movements
when carried out at different positions. However, the end goal of the myoelectric control scheme is to
allow amputees to control their prosthetics in an intuitive and accurate manner regardless of the limb
position at which the movement is initiated. In an attempt to reduce the impact of limb position on
EMG pattern recognition, this paper proposes a new feature extraction method that extracts a set of
power spectrum characteristics directly from the time-domain. The end goal is to form a set of features
invariant to limb position. Specifically, the proposed method estimates the spectral moments, spectral
sparsity, spectral flux, irregularity factor, and signals power spectrumcorrelation. This is achieved through
using Fourier transform properties to form invariants to amplification, translation and signal scaling,
providing an efficient and accurate representation of the underlying EMG activity. Additionally, due to the
inherent temporal structure of the EMG signal, the proposed method is applied on the global segments
of EMG data as well as the sliced segments using multiple overlapped windows. The performance of the
proposed features is tested on EMG data collected from eleven subjects, while implementing eight classes
ofmovements, each at five different limb positions. Practical results indicate that the proposed feature set
can achieve significant reduction in classification error rates, in comparison to other methods, with ≈8%
error on average across all subjects and limb positions. A real-time implementation and demonstration is
also provided and made available as a video supplement (see Appendix A).

© 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Human–computer interfaces play a very important role in the
advancement of methods enabling humans to interact with and
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control a specific machine. One such interface directly senses and
decodes the Electromyogram (EMG) signals from human muscles,
utilizing these in developing various applications including a con-
trol source for powered prosthetic and rehabilitation devices (En-
glehart & Hudgins, 2003; Hudgins, Parker, & Scott, 1993; Merletti
& Parker, 2004), speech recognition (Chan, Englehart, Hudgins, &
Lovely, 2002; Scheme, Hudgins, & Parker, 2007) andmore recently
a muscle–computer interface for gamers (Saponas, Tan, Morris, &
Balakrishnan, 2008; Saponas, Tan, Morris, Turner, & Landay, 2010).
The control scheme denoted as myoelectric control employs a
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pattern recognition approach to discriminate between the EMG
signals that belong to different arm movements (Hudgins et al.,
1993). The main assumption is that, at a given surface electrode
location, the set of parameters, i.e., the extracted features, describ-
ing the EMG signal will bemore or less the same for a given pattern
of muscle activation. In addition, such features will also differ from
one pattern or mode of muscle actuation to another at the same
electrode location (Graupe, Salahi, & Kohn, 1982). Based on this as-
sumption, successful off-line classification results on pre-recorded
signals have been reported in the literature (Li, 2011; Oskoei & Hu,
2007).

Recent interest towards advancing real-time and clinical appli-
cation ofmyoelectric control revealed a gapbetween research find-
ings and a clinically viable implementation (Lock, 2005). This gap is
mainly formed by several contributing factors, many of which can
significantly affect the performance of an EMG pattern classifier,
thereby resulting in an unusable controller. As an example, Har-
grove, Englehart, and Hudgins (2008) showed how electrode dis-
placement during usage can adversely affect the accuracy of EMG
classification; however this effect can be mitigated by training the
system to recognize plausible displacement locations. The conven-
tionally defined classification accuracy was also recognized as an
idealistic measure that may not reflect true clinical performance.
To this end Scheme, Englehart, and Hudgins (2011) proposed a se-
lective multiclass one-versus-one classification technique which
allows for an independent adjustment of individual class-pair
boundariesmaking it flexible and intuitive for clinical use. Cipriani,
Controzzi, Kanitz, and Sassu (2012) showed that variations in the
weight of the prosthesis and upper arm movements significantly
influence the robustness of a traditional EMG classifier, thus caus-
ing a significant drop in performance. It was further suggested that
a robust classifier should add some inertial transducers to myo-
electric signals such as multi-axes position, acceleration sensors,
and sensors able to monitor the interaction forces between the
socket and end-effectors. An additional factor, specifically the ef-
fects of a limb position on pattern recognition based myoelectric
control, has been examined on normal and amputee subjects (Chen
& Li, 2011; Scheme, Fougner, Chan, Stavdahl, & Englehart, 2010).
Fougner, Scheme, Chan, Englehart, and Stavdahl (2011) proposed
two possible solutions to reducing adverse limb position effect
including training in multiple limb positions and using accelerom-
eters to measure position. Additional factors affecting the my-
oelectric pattern recognition performance could also include
minimizing EMG electrode numbers, determining acceptable elec-
trode locations, optimizing electrode recording configurations, and
dealing with additional challenges of EMG recording in a dynamic
environment (Zhang & Zhou, 2012). Jiang, Dosen, Muller, and Fa-
rina (2012) indicated that unlike the fixed arm/trunk positions
exhibiting stationary EMG statistical properties under controlled
laboratory conditions, EMG signal characteristics can change read-
ily in a dynamic environment. This is due to factors like sweat,
fatigue, or different adaptation strategies employed by the user.
The fact that literature indicates very few myoelectric control sys-
tems which are able to adapt to such changes is, in itself, reason-
able grounds for the lack of usability of these systems in practice.
Additional factors to be reported include that the majority of pat-
tern classification methods fail to provide simultaneous and pro-
portional control, are not implementedwith sensory feedback, and
do not integrate with other sensor modalities to allow for complex
actions.

The focus of this paper is also targeted on the effect of upper-
limb position on EMG pattern recognition, as a complementary
study to that reported in Fougner et al. (2011). In this paper we
investigate a new feature extraction method, as an alternative so-
lution to the use of accelerometers. The method is based on local
and global spectral characteristics of the EMG signal and the uti-
lization of these characteristics to form a set of invariants to the
changes in EMG signals which belong to the samemovements. The
main arguments here to justify the need for the new feature ex-
traction method include first that the effectiveness of any pattern
recognition system is mainly dependent on the quality of the ex-
tracted features, and their ability to provide an accurate represen-
tation of the underlying activity. Thus, investigating a new feature
set to overcome the effects of limb position is of significant impor-
tance and should be considered as an initial solution before em-
ploying additional inertial sensors. Secondly, regardless of the limb
position, and the generated EMG activities at the different posi-
tions, the EMG pattern classifier should be able to accurately rec-
ognize the hand movements. Put simply, when implementing the
same arm or hand movement at different limb position one would
intuitively assume that the underlying relation between the EMG
activities generated by the differentmuscles should be the same, to
some extent, as thesemuscles are collaborating to induce the same
movement. However, as indicated by Fougner et al. (2011) this is
not the case as different muscle combinations, in order to stabilize
the limb, can be recruited at different limb positions to perform
specific tasks. Additionally, variations in the underlying EMG ac-
tivities should be captured and recognized as they belong to the
same movement class. Notably, these activities are induced by the
change in themuscle’s shape and lengthwhile the user attempts to
do the same movement at different positions. Such variations can
easily change the amplitude, shape, and frequency-domain char-
acteristics of the EMG signal upon what the classifier was initially
trained on causing degradation in EMG recognition performance.
According to all of the above, we propose a set of power spectrum
features which may act as invariants to signal amplification, trans-
lation and scaling as a possible solution to this problem.

The structure of this paper is as follows: Section 2 first reports a
background on EMG feature extraction, followed by a description
of the proposed feature extraction method. Section 3 describes
the data collection procedure. Section 4 presents the experimental
results and finally, conclusions presented in Section 5.

2. The proposed feature extraction method

In an attempt to enhance the performance of an EMG-driven
pattern recognition system, a new feature extraction method is
presented here based on spectral moments. However before pro-
ceeding to describe our proposed method, we proceed first with a
background review on feature extraction in EMG classification be-
fore linking the effect of limb position changes with variations in
the EMG signal characteristics.

2.1. EMG feature extraction–literature review

Feature extraction addresses the problem of locating the most
compact and informative feature set that can accurately describe
the EMG signal in a condensed representation. According to Boost-
ani and Moradi (2003), a feature space should have a maximum
class separability for a feature set to be suitable for EMG-based con-
trol. It should also be robust in a noisy environment as much as
possible with an associated low computational complexity. To this
end, various temporal and spectral approaches to feature extrac-
tion have been utilized to derive an EMG-based controller (Boost-
ani & Moradi, 2003; Du & Vuskovic, 2004; Hannaford & Lehman,
1986; Hudgins et al., 1993; Oskoei & Hu, 2007; Phinyomark, Phuk-
pattaranont, & Limsakul, 2012; Rafiee, Rafiee, Yavari, & Schoen,
2011; Zardoshti-Kermani, Wheeler, Badie, & Hashemi, 1995).

A primary advantage of employing time-domain characteris-
tics is the reduction in complexity associated with the feature ex-
traction process. Hudgins et al. (1993) had been among the first
to consider time-domain features in myoelectric control while
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demonstrating the effectiveness of simple features like mean-
absolute value, mean absolute value slope, zero crossings, slope-
sign changes, andwaveform length. Additionalmethods utilized by
other research groups include the Integral of Absolute Value, Vari-
ance, Willison amplitude, the V-order and log detectors, and root-
mean square (Fougner, Stavdahl, Kyberd, Losier, & Parker, 2012;
Oskoei & Hu, 2007; Phinyomark, Hirunviriya, Limsakul, & Phukpat-
taranont, 2010; Shenoy, Miller, Crawford, & Rao, 2008; Zardoshti-
Kermani et al., 1995). Although features extracted by time-domain
methods proved successful and suitable for real-time control, an
argument still exist in the literature that pattern recognition re-
sults using these feature vectors may not provide high success
rates (Chu, Moon, Kim, & Mun, 2005). This is justified because
such methods assume that the EMG signal is stationary, while it
is nonstationary in its nature (Merletti & Parker, 2004). This in turn
changed the researchers focus to features extracted based on spec-
tral parameters (spectral moments), Autoregressive models (Du &
Vuskovic, 2004; Goge & Chan, 2004; Matsumura, Fukumi, & Mit-
sukura, 2006; Phinyomark, Limsakul, & Phukpattaranont, 2009;
Vuskovic & Du, 2005) and time-frequency representation such as
the short-time Fourier transform, the Wigner–Ville distribution,
the Choi–Williams distribution, the continuouswavelet transform,
the wavelet transform, and the wavelet packet transform (Chu,
Moon, & Mun, 2006; Du & Vuskovic, 2004; Englehart, 1998; Engle-
hart & Hudgins, 2003; Englehart, Hudgins, & Parker, 2001; Karls-
son, Jun, & Akay, 2000; Khushaba, Al-Jumaily, & Al-Ani, 2007;
Wang, Wang, Chen, & Zhuang, 2007; Yan, Wang, & Xie, 2008).

Spectral moments appear to be one of the promising ap-
proaches for EMG characterization and has been used in several re-
cent attempts (Du&Vuskovic, 2004; Phinyomark et al., 2010, 2009;
Vuskovic & Du, 2005). Generally, the first few moments are usu-
ally utilized to describe the energy, center frequency, and variance
of the EMG power spectrum (Du & Vuskovic, 2004; Hannaford &
Lehman, 1986). Farry, Walker, and Baraniuk (1996) indicated that
to use EMG spectral features in a real-time control system,we need
a spectral estimation method that (1) works well on small win-
dows length of EMGdata, (2) does not suffer frombias and variance
that obscures the spectral features, and (3) incorporates no incor-
rect assumptions about the structure of the signal. However, it is
generally known that if the observed time sequence is too short,
the simple spectrogram becomes ineffective due to increased bias
and variance while models based on the AR spectrum were re-
ported in some instances tomatch certainmotion artifacts causing
their output to be badly biased (Farry et al., 1996; Kay, 1998). Du
(2003) utilized the short-time-Thompson-transform to extract the
spectral moments and reported advantages upon the short-time-
Fourier-transform in terms of classification accuracies of six classes
of grasps. Du also reported that the first and the second moments
reduced the classification hit rates in certain cases and justified
that by the effect of noise on higher order moments but not the
lower order ones.

Despite the effectiveness of the aforementioned methods, the
long recording lengths (windows) required for spectral analysis
and the high computational complexity of time-frequency repre-
sentations play a significant role for seeking alternative feature
representations. Mainly targeted were the ensembles of a sim-
ple set of feature extraction methods with reduced computational
requirements upon that of time-frequency methods. As an ex-
ample, many recent attempts referred to the combination of
time-domain and autoregressive features, these being designated
together in this paper as ‘TDAR’, as being very efficient and suit-
able for real-time control (Hargrove, Scheme, Englehart, &Hudgins,
2010; Huang, Englehart, Hudgins, & Chan, 2005; Khushaba, Al-
Ani, & Al-Jumaily, 2010). The same combination has also been suc-
cessfully tested in experiments identifying seven user locomotion
modes based onmyoelectric signals, then applied on subjects with
long transfemoral (TF) amputations. Such results hold promise
for the future design of neural-controlled artificial legs (Huang,
Kuiken, & Lipschutz, 2009).

Other research groups utilized a combination of spectral mo-
ments (zeros, first and second moments) and time domain fea-
tures (Phinyomark et al., 2010, 2009) reporting enhancements in
classification accuracies upon that achieved by individual features
only. Conversely, Vuskovic and Du (2005) employed the autocor-
relation sequence of the original temporal signal, rather than the
signals power spectral density, to estimate a set of efficient and ro-
bust to noise moments for EMG classification, that is, an attempt
to provide time-dependent spectral features. In a similar manner,
the time-dependent spectral moments represented by the Hjorth
parameters (Hjorth, 1970) have been recently utilized in EMG clas-
sification, showing a powerful performance when they are com-
bined with other features (Khushaba, Kodagoa, Liu, & Dissanayake,
2011). A significant advantage of the time-dependent spectral mo-
ments feature is an associated low computational cost combined
with good classification performance. However, further investiga-
tion on the suitability of the time-dependent spectral moments to
problems with different limb positions is missing from the litera-
ture. The main aim of this paper is to fill this knowledge gap.

In the next sections, a new feature set is proposed for EMG clas-
sification that can be considered as an extension to Hjorth’s ap-
proach, describing the frequency-domain contents of a signal from
the time-domain perspective. The differences between the pro-
posed features and Hjorth’s parameters are described as follows:

• Unlike Hjorth’s parameters that represent the activity, mobil-
ity, and complexity of an EMG trace, the proposed features also
measure the sparseness, spectral flux, the irregularity factor
(combining information from number of zero crossings, num-
ber of peaks andwaveform length), and the correlation between
the power spectrum of each two signals.

• Unlike Hjorth’s parameters which consider normalization by
higher order moments, the proposed features are normalized
by a properly scaled version of the zero order moment. The jus-
tification is that higher ordermoments are not as robust to noise
as are low order moments (Flusser, Suk & Zitova, 2009).

• Unlike Hjorth’s parameters, the proposed feature is also loga-
rithmically scaled. This is because the power of most physio-
logical features tend to change linearly in a logarithmic scale
instead of a normal scale (Lin, Wu, Jung, Liang, & Huang, 2005;
Lin et al., 2005).

2.2. Factors affecting EMG characteristics

Surface EMG signal characteristics can easily be affected by
physical and physiological changes, thus making an EMG-driven
system unreliable for long-term use. Several factors were iden-
tified in the literature to cause variations in the EMG signals
including (but not limited too): displacement of the recording elec-
trodes, variation in muscle contraction effort, muscle fatigue, and
the corresponding limb position (Jiang et al., 2012; Tkach, Huang, &
Kuiken, 2010). All of these factors may affect the stability of time-
domain features used for electromyographic pattern recognition.
We expand below on the aforementioned factors to better under-
stand how the features proposed in this paper could form invari-
ants for EMG classification.

Under normal conditions, an action potential propagating down
a motoneuron activates all the branches of the motoneuron; these
in turn activate all the muscle fibers of a motor unit, where a
muscle is usually made of several motor units. The membrane de-
polarization, accompanied by a movement of ions, generates an
electromagnetic field in the vicinity of the muscle fibers (Basma-
jian & De Luca, 1985). An electrode located in this field will de-
tect the potential or voltage (with respect to ground); this time
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excursion is known as an action potential. The waveform of an
observed action potential depends, with respect to the active
fibers, on the orientation of the detection electrode contacts. Thus
variations in the electrodes recording positions can significantly af-
fect and change the EMG characteristics as the activity ofmore/less
muscles fibers could be capturedwhen the electrodes shift in posi-
tion, with the possibility of picking up the activity of muscle fibers
from nearbymuscles (muscle crosstalk). The resultant signal at the
detection site will constitute a spatial–temporal superposition of
the contributions of the individual action potentials. As the activ-
ity of additional muscle fibers is picked up by an electrode shift
then the shape and amplitude of the corresponding EMG signal
also changes (Basmajian & De Luca, 1985; Vigreux, Cnockaert, &
Pertuzon, 1979). On the other hand, it is well known that the mus-
cle contraction force determines the number and type of recruited
muscle fibers as well as the frequency of firing, thus directly af-
fecting themagnitude and frequency of surface EMG signals (Tkach
et al., 2010). On the other hand muscle fatigue has been shown to
cause a power spectrum shift towards lower frequencies (Sahlin,
Tonkonogi, & Soderlund, 1998; Tkach et al., 2010). Thus, the effect
of the aforementioned factors on EMG can be seen as changes in
the EMG amplitude, shape, and frequency shift (a spectrum shift
towards small frequencies mean larger time scales in the time do-
main).

The limb position’s effect on EMG characteristics can be seen
as a combination of several factors that all depend on joint angles,
including Fougner et al. (2011):

• Variations in muscle recruitment for limb stabilization due to
gravitational forces, resulting in changes to signal amplitude
and the amount of interaction between muscles to perform a
specific movement.

• Electrode shift due to changes in muscle shape, length and po-
sition resulting in changes to signal amplitude and frequency as
different numbers of muscles fibers could be recruited.

• The force–length relationship of themuscle and the effect of fa-
tigue as a result of variable forces used during sustained con-
tractions, resulting in changes to the signal amplitude and a
shift in the frequency spectrum.

Another possible factor to mention here is the effect of employ-
ing signal segmentation techniques, overlapping or disjoint win-
dows, for EMG feature extraction. In such a case, the extracted
features should be robust against the signal translation effect re-
sulting from using small windows sizes required to maintain the
system delay within acceptable performance limits, with a maxi-
mum of 300 ms defined in the literature (Oskoei & Hu, 2007).

In response to the effect of the aforementioned factors effects on
EMG characteristics, this paper presents a new set of power spec-
trummoments features as a candidate subset to overcomemany of
the above limitations, that we derive directly from time-domain to
preserve computational cost. These features are introduced as in-
variants to signal translation and time-scaling while also attempt-
ing to produce a set of features that captures the distribution of
EMG energy across the different time segments as a proportion of
the total record energy regardless of signal amplitude.

2.3. Feature extraction using time-dependent power spectrum de-
scriptors

Assuming a sampled version of the EMG signal record, denoted
as x[j], of length N and sampled at fs Hz, the EMG trace within a
certain epoch can be expressed as a function of frequency X[k] by
means of Discrete Fourier transform (DFT). We start the transfor-
mation of the parameters between the frequency and the time do-
mains by observing Parseval’s theorem; this states that the sum of
the square of the function is equal to the sum of the square of its
transform
N−1
j=0

|x[j]|2 =
1
N

N−1
k=0

X[k]X∗
[k]

 =

N−1
k=0

P[k] (1)

where P[k] is the phase-excluded power spectrum, i.e., the result
of a multiplication of X[k] by its conjugate X∗

[k], and k is the fre-
quency index. It is generally well-known that the complete fre-
quency description as derived by means of the Fourier transform
is always symmetrical with respect to zero frequency, i.e., it has
identical branches stretching into both positive and negative fre-
quencies (Hjorth, 1970). As a consequence of this symmetry and
because we have no direct access to the power spectral density
from the time-domain then we are left with the option of dealing
with thewhole spectrum, including positive and negative frequen-
cies. Thus, in a statistical approach to the shape of the frequency
distribution, all odd moments will become zero, according to the
definition of a moment m of order n of the power spectral density
P[k] which is given by

mn =

N−1
k=0

knP[k]. (2)

In the above equation, when n = 0 we will make use of Parse-
val’s theorem in Eq. (1), and for non-zero values of n we will use
the time-differentiation property of the Fourier transform. Such a
property simply states that the nth derivative of a function in the
time-domain, denoted as△

n for discrete time signals, is equivalent
to multiplying the spectrum by k raised to the nth power

F

△

n x[j]


= knX[k]. (3)
To this end, we define the features utilized in this paper as

the logarithmically scaled versions of the following properties as
shown in Fig. 1:
• zero order moment (m0): which is an indicator of the total

power in the frequency domain. We divided this feature by the
signal length to form an indicator of the signal power that is
invariant against the change in the signal scale (time scale and
not amplitude scale).

log
m0

N


= log


N−1
k=0

k0P[k]

N

 = log


N−1
j=0

|x[j]|2

N

 (4)

• normalized second and fourth order moments: according to
Hjorth (1970) the second moment can be considered as a
power, but then of another spectrum k2P[k], corresponding to
a frequency function k.X[k] and given as

m2 =

N−1
k=0

k2P[k] =

N−1
k=0

(kX[k])2 =

N−1
j=0

(△x[j])2 . (5)

A repetition of this procedure gives the moment.

m4 =

N−1
k=0

k4P[k] =

N−1
j=0


△

2 x[j]
2

. (6)

According to Flusser et al. (2009), scale-invariance property is
achieved by proper normalization of low-order moments as
they are more stable against noise and easier to calculate than
higher order moments. Thus, our second feature is defined as
log

m2N2/m0
 and third feature as log

m4N4/m0
. In this

case, taking the second and fourth derivative of the signal re-
duces the total energy of the signal, hence the applied normal-
izations by a factor of N2 or N4 respectively form2 and m4.
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the proposed feature set.
• Sparseness: this measures quantifies howmuch energy of a vec-
tor is packed into only a few components and is given in this
paper as

S = log
 m0

√
m0 − m2.

√
m0 − m4

 (7)

such a feature describes a vector with all elements equal with
a sparseness measure of zero, i.e., m2 and m4 = 0 due to dif-
ferentiation and the log(m0/m0) = 0, whereas for all other
sparseness levels it should have a value bigger than zero. Them4
moment was added to this feature as an indication of the rate
of change ofm2 itself.

• Irregularity Factor (IF): which is defined as the number of up-
ward zero crossings divided by the number of peaks. The num-
ber of upward zero crossings (ZC) and the number of peaks (NP)
in a random signal can be expressed solely in terms of their
spectral moments as given below (Dirlik, 1985)

ZC =


m2

m0
(8)

NP =


m4

m2
. (9)

The irregularity factor is defined as the ratio of zero crossing
over number of peaks and is given as (Dirlik, 1985):

IF =


m2

2

m0.m4
. (10)

We propose in this paper a modified irregularity factor that di-
vides the above measure in Eq. (10) by the waveform length
to account for the ratio of ZC over NP within a specific wave-
form length rather than dividing by the record length as inDirlik
(1985).

• Spectral flux: whichmeasures the local spectral change between
consecutive samples in the power spectral density (Theodoridis
& Koutroumbas, 2009)

SF =

N−1
k=0

(

P[k] −


P[ko])2 (11)
where P[ko] is a frequency shifted version of P[k] and can also
be written as P[k − ko]. Referring to Eq. (1) it is clear that
P[k] = |X[k]|2 /N and that P[k0] = |X[k − k0]|2 /N . Hence, the
spectral flux equation can be written as follows:

SF =
1
N

N−1
k=0

|X[k]|2 −
2
N

N−1
k=0

(X[k]X[k − ko])

+
1
N

N−1
k=0

|X[k − k0]|2 . (12)

Using Parserval’s theorem and the shifting theorem, we can re-
write Eq. (12) as follows:

SF =

N−1
n=0

|x[n]|2 −
2
N

N−1
k=0

(X[k]X[k − ko])

+

N−1
n=0

x[n]ej2πkon/N
2 . (13)

Denoting X[k − ko] by Y [k] which implies that y[n] =

x[n]ej2πkon/N :

SF =

N−1
n=0

|x[n]|2 −
2
N

N−1
k=0

(X[k]Y [k]) +

N−1
n=0

|y[n]|2 . (14)

Now working on the middle term we get:

X[k]Y [k] =

N−1
m=0

(x[m])e−j2πmk/NY [k]

=

N−1
m=0

(x[m])

N−1
n=0

(y[n − m])e−j2πnk/N

=

N−1
n=0

N−1
m=0

(x[m])(y[n − m])e−j2πnk/N

=

N−1
n=0

(x ∗ y)ne−j2πnk/N

= DFTk(x ∗ y) (15)
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(a) Original signal. (b) Translated signal.

(C) Scaled, amplified, DC-level changed and translated signal. (D) Scaled, amplified, and DC-level changed signal.

Fig. 2. An example of applying the proposed features on different versions of the Morlet function (different scales, signal amplitudes, and dc-levels).
substituting back into (14):

SF =

N−1
n=0

|x[n]|2 +

N−1
n=0

|y[n]|2

−
2
N

N−1
k=0

N−1
n=0

N−1
m=0

(x[m])(y[n − m])e−j2πnk/N (16)

and replacing y[n] by x[n]ej2πkon/N :

SF =

N−1
n=0

|x[n]|2 +

N−1
n=0

x[n]ej2πkon/N
2

−
2
N

N−1
k=0

N−1
n=0

N−1
m=0

(x[m])

· · · (x[n − m]ej2πko(n−m)/N)e−j2πnk/N (17)

which in turn can be written as

SF = 2
N−1
n=0

(x[n])2 −
2
N

×

N−1
k=0

N−1
n=0

N−1
m=0

(x[m])(x[n − m])e−j2πnk/N (18)

which is equivalent to:

SF = 2
N−1
n=0

x[n]2 −
2
N

N−1
k=0

N−1
n=0

(x ∗ x)n. (19)

When implementing this feature in the frequency-domain, dif-
ferent spectral flux functions were proposed in the litera-
ture using L1-norm or L2-norm with attempts to smooth this
feature by the rectification of the difference between the sam-
ples, employing hamming windows before utilizing FFT, or em-
ploying smoothing kernels (a discussion is provided by Bello
et al. (2005)). As we are implementing this feature from the
time-domain then rectifying the spectral difference between
the samples is not an option. However, we do employ hamming
windows in the later sections to acquire the local moments as
will be discussed, which further smooth this feature.

An example of applying the proposed features on different
versions of the wavelet Morlet function is shown in Fig. 2. The
Morlet function was chosen here as a simple example that can
be easily reproduced by the reader. One can clearly see that
despite the different scales, signal amplitudes and dc-levels in
these signals, the extracted features were almost exactly the
same. This in turn indicates the capabilities of the proposed fea-
ture set as an invariant descriptor to the changes encountered
in the signal.
• The final feature proposed here is denoted as the ‘‘spectrum cor-
relation’’ that is applied on the windows of EMG data from each
two channels and could be seen as similar in its context to the
well-knownmeasure of spectral coherence (White & Boashash,
1990). Unlike the coherence measure of similarity that requires
access to the power spectrum of the signals, the proposedmea-
sure attempts to capture the similarity between the power
spectrumof two signals from the time-domain directly by using
the cross-correlation and Fourier transform relations. In signal
processing, cross-correlation is a measure of similarity of two
waveforms as a function of a time-lag applied to one of them.
Cross-correlation is a very similar operation to convolution, ex-
cept that the ’’kernel’’ is not time-reversed during the operation.
In the time-domain point of view, the cross-correlation theo-
rem states that the Fourier transform of the cross-correlation
of two signals is equal to the product of the individual Fourier
transforms (Smith, 2007), where one of them has been complex
conjugated:

x ⋆ g ⇔ X .G (20)

where X[k] and G[k] are the frequency domain representations
of the signal x[n] and g[n] by using the DFT. However, since we
are interested in having an estimate of the similarity of the fre-
quency domain representations of the two signals thenwe sim-
ply reverse the relation in Eq. (20) andmultiply the timedomain
signals to get a cross-correlation in the frequency domain. Put
simply, our proposed feature would be

Cx,g =

N−1
n=0

x[n].g[n]
N−1
n=0

x[n]2 ×


N−1
n=0

g[n]2
. (21)

The complex conjugate in the frequency domainmaps to a time
reversal in the time-domain which is represented by the re-
versed version of g[n] that we denoted as g[n]. On the other
hand, the measure was normalized by the energy of the indi-
vidual signals to limit the range of the feature between 0 and
1 while describing the degree of synchrony between the two
signals.

2.4. Local–global time-dependent spectral moments

According to Du (2003), the energy of an EMG signal is
usually not evenly distributed and that the variation of energy
upon time contains the most important attributes for a muscle’s
movement. In this paper, a sliding windows approach was utilized
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Fig. 3. A schematic of the local–global moments extraction from each EMG
segment.

in the feature extraction step with each window size of 100 ms
that was advanced by 25 ms each time. Each of the raw EMG
windowswas further divided into 3 segmentswhere each segment
is multiplied by a windowing function, selected as a hamming
window for simplicity (Trapezoidal windows provided similar
results) as shown in Fig. 3. The proposed feature extractionmethod
is then applied on each of these local segments of each of the EMG
windows, as well as on the total EMG data within each window.
It should be mentioned here that the zero order moments of the
local segments are divided by the zero order moment of their
corresponding total record to provide relative energy features that
are invariants to amplitude change.

Given the six features extracted from each segment and the
existence of four segments (3 local and one global), then this in
turn results in 24 features per each EMG epoch from each EMG
channel (24 features= 6 features per segment× 4 segments). The
total number of features from 7 channels was then calculated as 24
features/channel × 7 channels = 168 features in total.

In order to account for the relation between the different EMG
channels as well as the individual EMG channels activities esti-
mated above, we have applied our proposed spectrum correlation
measure on all possible permutations of existing channels. This re-
sults in the correlation values between each possible two chan-
nels. It should be noted here that the spectrum correlation feature
is calculated on global windows of each two EMG channels rather
than the local windows. Thus, the final number of features is 168
features (24 feature per channel, from 7 channels) + 21 features
(spectrum correlation between each two channels for 7 channels
of EMG) = 189 features.

3. Data collection

Eleven subjects, nine males and two females, aged between 20
and 37 years were recruited to perform eight classes of motion.
All participants provided informed consent prior to participating in
the study as was approved by the university research ethics com-
mittee. Despite the fact that the recruited subjects were all nor-
mally limbed and had no neurological or muscular disorders, one
can easily notice that the same approach can be applied for tran-
sradial amputees. The main argument we are proposing here is
an EMG based control scheme that is not only intended for am-
putees and prosthetics use but can also be applied on various EMG
based control applications (includingMicrosoft’smuscle–computer
interfaces for gaming). However, for transradial amputees, the
muscles in the residual forearm physiologically used for flex-
ing/extending the hand fingers and wrist are the most appropri-
ate targets for multifingered prostheses control. Thus, the datasets
were recorded using seven EMG channels (Delsys DE 2.x series
EMG sensors) mounted across the circumference of the forearm
and processed by the Bagnoli desktop EMG system from Delsys
Inc., as shown in Fig. 4. This in turn justifies the clinical relevance
of the proposed scheme as it also applies on transradial amputees.
The first EMG sensor was placed on the Palmaris Longus muscle
on the right hand of each participant while the rest of the sensors
were placed in a way that guarantees an equal spacing between
the adjacent sensors. A 2-slot adhesive skin interface was applied
on each of the sensors to firmly attach them to the skin. A conduc-
tive adhesive reference electrode, dermatrode reference electrode,
was placed on the shoulder of each subject during the experiments.
The collected EMG signals were amplified using a Delsys Bagnoli-
8 amplifier to a total gain of 1000. A 12-bit analog-to-digital con-
verter (National Instruments, BNC-2090) was used to sample the
signal at 4000 Hz; the signal data were then acquired usingMatlab
software from Mathworks.1 The EMG signals were then band pass
filtered between 20 and 450 Hz with a notch filter implemented to
remove the 50 Hz line interference.

Five different limb positionswere considered in this research as
shown in Fig. 5. The selected limb positions were chosen to cover
most of the positions at which a subject may implement his/her
daily activities, including situations where the test subject’s arm
was hanging straight down the side (as shown in position P1), also
when the arm reached forward straight (as shown in position P4),
and when the arm was at an angle of 45° (as shown in position
P5). There were also two possible situations between P1 and P4
(as shown in positions P2 and P3). A set of eight hand motions
was performed by each subject at each of these limb positions,
including: wrist flexion (1), wrist extension (2), pronation (3),
supination (4), power grip (5), pinch grip (6), open hand (7), and
rest (8) all shown in Fig. 6. These are the same limb positions and
hand movements implemented in Chen and Li (2011), Fougner
et al. (2011), Scheme et al. (2010) and were chosen to provide
competent experiments and complimentary results, without using
accelerometers. Auditory and visual cues instructed participants
on the required movements, and the starting and end points for
each hand movement implemented in the trials. Specifically, the
data collection program showed each participant an image of the
required hand movement and the number of trials collected so far
while also providing audio cues to subjects as to when to start
and stop a specific hand movement. The EMG data is collected in a
discrete manner, meaning there is no overlapping of EMG classes
can occur in the training phase; however in the testing phase the
classifier assigns each testing sample to one of the predefined hand
movements. Six trials of each motion at each limb position were
acquired while each motion was sustained for a period of only 5 s
within each trial, with a resting period of 3-to-5 s between trials.
These trials were equally divided into 3 trials allocated for training
the classifiers and 3 trials allocated for testing. Depending on the
number of trials for each motion and the length of each recording
trial, the amount of extracted data from each position could be
significantly large. This would allow the classifier to generalize
well on the testing data. Specifically, given 5 s of collected data
per each trial sampled at 4000 Hz and a window size of 100 ms
incremented by 25ms, the number of samples extracted from each
trial was equivalent to 197 samples (from each trial of each hand
movement). In a situation where the number of trials was divided
equally into 3 trials for training and another 3 trials for testing
and with 8 classes of hand movements, then the total number of
training samples would be 4728 samples for training and 4728
samples for testing. This in turn explains the distribution of the
training and testing data from each position.

1 www.mathworks.com.

http://www.mathworks.com
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(a) Posterior electrodes positions. (b) Anterior electrodes positions.

(c) The EMG System hardware utilized in experiments.

Fig. 4. EMG system hardware utilized in this research.
Fig. 5. Various limb positions considered in this research.
When testing the performance of the system, experimentswere
performed to include training on single limb position and training
onmultiple limb positions. In the latter case, the features extracted
from the EMG data of four limb positions were utilized for training
while the features extracted from the fifth position (unseen dur-
ing training) were used for testing. In this manner, the data from
one completely unseen position is utilized for testing to validate
the generalization capability of the proposed system while imple-
menting the same movements at a different limb position.

On the other hand, our experiments also included a real time
testing session in which the classifier was trained on data from
three limb positions only and tested on different limb positions, in-
cluding those completely unseen during training. This process will
be described in a later section.

4. Experiments and results

Before proceeding with the description of the experimental
results, we list first the details of the pattern recognition system
employed within the experiments as given below:
• Feature extraction and reduction: In the feature extraction pro-
cess, the EMG data was sliced into global segments of 100 ms
spaced by 25 ms from the next segment, i.e., a sliding win-
dow approach with 100 ms window size advanced by 25 ms
each time to get the next window. The rationale for the choice
of the 100 ms window size is that it is generally well-known
that the total delay in any EMG-driven system needs to be kept
below 300 ms to achieve real-time control (Englehart et al.,
2001; Oskoei & Hu, 2007). However, there is a current debate
on this figure in the literature with some research groups in-
dicating that 300 ms is too long and that this should range
within 100–125 ms (Farrell & Weir, 2007). Thus, we opt to
keep the window length of 100 ms to fit within the aforemen-
tioned figures. Each window of 100 ms was further divided
using the aforementioned 3 windows technique to produce
24 features per window as mentioned previously. In order to
test the effectiveness of the proposed feature set, we divided
the experiments into distinct sections in a similar manner to
that performed by Fougner et al. (2011). The dimensionality of
the extracted feature set with 189 features was reduced us-
ing the orthogonal fuzzy neighborhood discriminant analysis
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Fig. 6. Different classes of hand movements considered in this research, these were repeated at each of the aforementioned limb positions.
(OFNDA) feature projectionmethod that was recently proposed
by Khushaba et al. (2010). OFNDA is a variation of the classical
Fisher discriminant analysis (LDA) feature projection technique
and it similarly maps the original feature set into a new domain
with k − 1 features only, with k being the number of classes,
i.e., 7 features in our problem.

• Classificationmethods: A set of four different classifierswere uti-
lized in the experiments including: a support vector machine
classifier (LIBSVM library2) was utilized due to its effectiveness
in EMG classification (Oskoei &Hu, 2007, 2008), Linear Discrim-
inant Analysis (LDA) (Oskoei & Hu, 2007), k-Nearest Neighbor
classifier (kNN) with k = 5, and Extreme Learning Machine
(ELM) library3 with the number of hidden nodes in the hidden
layer equal to 780 (chosen empirically) (Huang, Zhou, Ding, &
Zhang, 2012). The complexity parameter C of the SVM classifier,
as well as the gamma parameter in the kernel function, were
optimized for each subject and each position within the range
−4 ≤ log10(C) ≤ 4. The default implementation of the LIB-
SVMclassifier includes a one-versus-one implementationwhile
we have also implemented the one-versus-rest approach. How-
ever, an analysis of variance (ANOVA) test with a significance
level of 0.05 indicated that there were no statistical significant
differences between the results from both of these approaches,
with p-values > 0.05. Thus, we opted to use the default im-
plementation of the LIBSVM classifier with one-versus-one ap-
proach.

• Post-processing: The outputs of the classifiers were smoothed
using a majority voting post-processing step while looking
at the decisions of the previous 8 windows to smooth the
current one. Majority voting was selected upon other post-
processing steps, like the Bayesian fusion presented by
Khushaba, Kodagoda, Takruri, and Dissanayake (2012), due to
two reasons. These include: firstly that we are using an overlap-
pingwindowing scheme in this paperwhile the Bayesian fusion
requires the use of a disjoint windowing scheme, and secondly
that our work is presented as a complementary study to that
reported in Fougner et al. (2011) with majority voting. Thus we
opt to use majority voting to provide a fair comparison.

In the first part of our experiments, a scatter plot of the EMG
features extracted from the different limb positions for one sub-
ject were first observed to visually inspect the distribution of the
extracted features across the different limb positions as shown
in Fig. 7. These plots were made upon the most discriminant
three components after the dimensionality reductionmethodwith
OFNDA (Khushaba et al., 2010), as otherwise onewould not be able
to plot the scatter of the full feature set. In comparison to the dis-
tribution of the proposed feature set, we have also analyzed Hjorth

2 www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/cjlin/libsvm/.
3 www.ntu.edu.sg/home/egbhuang/elm_codes.html.
features when projected with OFNDA and the first three compo-
nents plotted as shown in Fig. 8, as our proposed feature set was
presented as an extension to Hjorth features.

It is very clear when comparing both scatter plots in Figs. 7 and
8 that Hjorth features seems to have larger variance at P1 and P2
positions in comparison to their variance at P2 and P4, while our
proposed features seem to be more consistent in their distribution
at the different positions than Hjorth features. On the other hand,
the distribution of Hjorth features at P5 seems to bemore compact
with obvious high degree of overlapping among almost all classes,
with the rest features been shifted from the other classes, while
our features seem to form clearer clusters. Thus, in comparison to
Hjorth features the proposed feature set looks more promising as
it can form clearer clusters. However, it should be mentioned here
that despite the almost consistent distribution of our features at
each position, there are also some changes to the distribution of the
proposed features across positions and the within class variance in
each position, especially at position 3. This could be justified by
the variations in muscle recruitment for limb stabilization at each
position. Thus, acquiring training data from several limb positions
could be advantageous as it will support the classifier to generalize
well on unseen new positions as the classifier is made aware of the
data distribution at different limb positions.

In the next section, the hypothesis that training data should be
acquired from single and multiple positions will be tested while
also observing the best positions from which the training data
should be acquired. We have divided the experiments into three
main sections: the first included experiments inwhich the training
data is acquired from a single limb position and testing data from
multiple limb positions. The second set of experiments included
training the classifiers with data from multiple limb positions and
testing on the data acquired from a completely unseen position
during training, i.e., training and testing positions are independent.
Finally, the third section included in the experiments was devoted
to the comparison with other feature sets from the literature.

4.1. Training in a single limb position

In the first part of the experiments,we train each of the different
classifiers with the EMG features from each of the limb positions
individually and then test the capability of the trained classifier on
the generalization upon unseen data from all possible positions,
i.e., training and testing were performed on all possible permu-
tations of the different positions. As an example, the first row in
Fig. 9(a) shows the classification error rates when training the LIB-
SVMclassifierwith the extracted EMG features fromP1 only (train-
ing positions reported in the rows) and then testing the LIBSVM
classifier with new data from all possible positions (testing posi-
tions reported in the columns). These results represent the average
across all problem classes while training the classifier with data
from P1 and then testing the classifier with data from each of the
corresponding limb positions reported in the columns. The results

http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/cjlin/libsvm/
http://www.ntu.edu.sg/home/egbhuang/elm_codes.html
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(a) Position 1. (b) Position 2.

(c) Position 3. (d) Position 4.

(e) Position 5.

Fig. 7. Scatter plots of the first three discriminant components extracted from the proposed feature set with OFNDA across the different limb positions. Colorbar variations
in color refer to the problem classes, these are indexed from 1 to 8.
in the second row show the classification error rates when training
the LIBSVM classifier with the EMG features from P2 while testing
data is acquired from all possible positions, and so on for the rest
of the rows. Each entry in these errormatrices represents the aver-
age error of all motion classes across all subjects for the indicated
training and test positions with standard error of mean reported
between brackets. The classification errors shown in the main
diagonal represent the intra-position classification errors, while
the off-diagonal elements represent the inter-position errors. The
mean intra-position classification errors (average across eleven
subjects performing eight classes at five positions) were 1.68%,
2.33%, 1.79%, and 1.98% respectively for the LIBSVM, LDA, kNN,
and ELM classifiers whereas the mean inter-position errors were
22.58%, 24.11%, 22.49% and 24.68% respectively for the LIBSVM,
LDA, kNN, and ELM classifiers (these are average across eleven sub-
jects performing eight classes while training and testing at differ-
ent positions). These results indicate that all classifiers achieved
similar performance with the proposed features due to the robust-
ness of the proposed feature set against the change of the classi-
fiers.
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(a) Position 1. (b) Position 2.

(c) Position 3. (d) Position 4.

(e) Position 5.

Fig. 8. Scatter plots of the first three discriminant components extracted from original Hjorth feature set with OFNDA across the different limb positions. Colorbar variations
in color refer to the problem classes, these are indexed from 1 to 8.
As expected, one can clearly notice the effect of the different
limb positions on the accuracy of the myoelectric pattern recogni-
tion system. In such a case, the classifier is only able to generalize
well on the data that belongs to the same limb position that the
classifier was originally trained on, i.e., EMG classification error is
strongly dependent on limb position. As a result, training a pros-
thetic control system in a single positionmay be insufficient to de-
velop a system that can performwell inmulti-position usage. Thus,
more training data frommultiple EMG recording positions is obvi-
ously required aswas indicated by Chen and Li (2011). On the other
hand, Fougner et al. (2011) and Scheme et al. (2010) suggested the
additional use of accelerometers to further reduce the classifica-
tion error rateswhile training ondata frommultiple limbpositions.

In order to further support the previous suggestion on the need
to train the data from multiple limb positions, the confusion ma-
trices were also computed on all possible permutations of the dif-
ferent positions. Since all classifiers presented similar classification
results,we opted to present the confusionmatrices plots using only
the LIBSVM classifier as shown in Fig. 10, representing the aver-
age across all subjects, as the LIBSVM classifier performed slightly
better than other classifiers in terms of error rates reduction,
though no statistical significant differences were observed in the
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(a) Using LIBSVM classifier. (b) Using LDA classifier.

(c) Using kNN classifier. (d) Using ELM classifier.

Fig. 9. Inter-position classification error (in %), averaged across all 11 subjects and 8 classes of hand movements and reported as mean error% (standard error of mean).
classification error rates (using ANOVA with significance level of
0.05, the achieved p-values were all >0.05). The confusion matri-
ces plots assert the significance of the intra-position classification
results and further suggest that there are particular grasps/hand
movements that are easier to recognize than others. As an exam-
ple, wrist extension (class-2) and power grip (class-5) seems easy
to recognize when training data is acquired from almost any limb
positionwhile testing on any possible position. However, there are
also different movements that are harder to recognize across dif-
ferent limb positions, for example training on P1 and testing on
P3 highly reduces the recognition rates of wrist flexion (class-1)
and pinch grip (class-6), while training on P4 and testing on P1
highly affects the recognition rate of supination (class-4), pinch
grip (class-6), and open hand (class-7). Thus, there is a clear re-
lation between the limb positions from which the training data is
acquired and the recognition rates of the differentmovements per-
formed at different limb positions.

In the next section, we test the hypothesis that adding training
data from multiple limb positions will enhance the classifier
performance. This is justified by the fact that the classifier is made
aware of the distribution of the data at different limb positions and
should therefore be able to better generalize on unseen data.

4.2. Training in multiple limb positions

Five different testing situations are proposed each correspond-
ing to one limb position being held for testing, i.e., the data from
each of the five positions (P1, P2, P3, P4, and P5) will be utilized as
a testing positionwhile training on all other positions. As an exam-
ple, when the data from P1 is utilized for testing then the data from
all of the P2, P3, P4, and P5 positions will be held for training, and
when P2 data is utilized for testing then the data from P1, P3, P4,
and P5 will be held for training and so on. The classification error
rates for this experiment are shown in Fig. 11 for the five testing po-
sitions at which four different classifiers were tested individually,
i.e., one at a time. These results indicate a general enhancement on
the classification results when training upon EMG data from mul-
tiple positions with an overall average of 8.85%, 9.62%, 9.34%, and
8.86% for the LIBSVM, LDA, kNN, and ELM respectively across the
different limb positions. Such results indicate that EMG classifica-
tion error is strongly dependent on limb position. This dependence
may be attributable to variations in muscle recruitment (for limb
stabilization due to gravitational forces), the force–length relation-
ship of the muscle, and changes in the musculo-tendon lever arm,
which all depend on joint angles. As the classifiers are now trained
on different samples reflecting the aforementioned variations then
the classification error rates were generally decreased upon the er-
ror rates resulting from training on individual limb position. The
confusion matrices plots were also computed as shown in Fig. 12
that further supports the previous results on the significance of
having the training data collected from multiple limb positions.

However, it should be alsomentioned here that P3was the only
position exhibiting relatively high error rates in comparison to the
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Fig. 10. Confusion matrix plots across multiple limb positions using the LIBSVM classifier.
Fig. 11. Classification error rates when training on EMG data from all positions, except the one being tested on. These results are the average across all 8 movements and
all 11 subjects with standard error of mean between brackets for all different classifiers.
other positions. This in turn might be attributed to the angle of
the limb positions which might be causing an electrode shift that
deteriorates the classification error rates. The results also indicate
that the classification system can perform well on testing on EMG
data from P2 and P4 while being trained on EMG data from other
positions. Since training in multiple positions can be cumbersome
for the end user, it is desirable to reduce the number of training
positions to as much as possible. To confirm the possibility of
training on fewer limb positions, another experiment was carried
on in which we train the LIBSVM classifier with the data from P1,
P3, and P5 only, while testing the classifier on data from P2 and
P4. The average error rate in this case is 7.31% ± 1.54 with the
average confusion matrix shown in Fig. 13. Thus, one can train the
system on EMG data from P1, P3, and P5 only as the classifier was
able to generalize well on the rest of the positions. A real-time
demonstration was also prepared and is available for the readers4

4 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JRqXIv0xrN0&feature=youtu.be.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v%3DJRqXIv0xrN0%26feature%3Dyoutu.be
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Fig. 12. Confusion matrix plots across multiple limb positions when training on data from multiple limb positions and testing on individual limb positions, unseen during
training, using the LIBSVM classifier (color bar indicates classification accuracies).
Fig. 13. Confusion matrix while training the LIBSVM classifier on the data from P1, P3, and P5 and testing the classifier on features extracted from EMG data collected at P2
and P4. Results averaged across 11 subjects performing 8 classes of hand movements at each limb position.
and also as a supplement with this paper. The demo clearly shows
the good performance of the proposed EMG pattern recognition
system when trained on the data from P1, P3, and P5 and being
tested at any possible limb position in real-time.

On the other hand, when including training data from all of
the positions, the resulting classifiers were able to generalize in a
better way on the unseen testing data from any position. In such a
case, the six trials of collected data from each movement at each
position were divided equally into three trials for training and
three trials for testing, with the achieved error results reported
in Fig. 14. In this case, the overall average classification error
rates across all subjects and all movements dropped from 8.85% to
3.25%onlywhenusing the LIBSVMclassifier indicating a significant
enhancement of accuracy (ANOVA, p = 0.0058).

According to Geng et al. (2012), the average EMG classification
error rates when training on multiple limb positions for subjects
with transradial amputations were significantly lower than that
for intact upper limb subjects while using EMG. The authors
suggested that the EMG signals acquired from an intact limb are
more easily affected by limb position variation as subjects with
intact limb havemuchmore complex patterns of EMG recruitment
than subjects with amputated limbs (Geng et al., 2012). Given
the aforementioned suggestion, the achieved error rates of 8.85%
with the LIBSVM classifier should thus be considered acceptable,
in a functional sense, for transradial amputees. However, such a
claim would need further testing on amputees subjects. In the
current work, the population of prosthesis users was limited, so for
practical and ethical reasons the presentmethod assessment using
able-bodied subjects represents a necessary first step towards this
ultimate goal. The next step of our research will be to validate the
results by application to subjects with amputated limbs.

4.3. A comparison with other methods

In this part of the experiments, we test the performance of
the proposed feature set, denoted as TDMOM, against other well-
known feature extraction methods from the literature. These
include: Hjorth parameters (denoted as Hjorth) (Hjorth, 1970;
Khushaba et al., 2011), reduced spectral moments by Vuskovic
and Du (denoted as REDMOM) (Vuskovic & Du, 2005), time-
domain features utilized by Fougner et al. (denoted as TD) (Fougner
et al., 2011), Barlow moments (Goncharova & Barlow, 2012), the
first four moments of the power spectral density PSD (denoted
as PSDMOM), a combination of time-domain and Autoregressive
model parameters (denoted as TDAR) (Oskoei & Hu, 2007), and
thewavelet features represented by energy, variance and standard
deviation of the coefficients of at each node of Symmlet-8 family
tree with 7 levels decomposition. It should bementioned here that
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Fig. 14. Classification error rates using the LIBSVM classifier when training on EMG data from all 5 positions, including the one being tested on. These are the average across
all 8 movements and all 11 subjects, with standard error of mean between brackets.
in order to provide a fair comparison with the other methods, then
we have utilized the same windowing scheme, dimensionality
reduction (OFNDA), classifier (LIBSVM), and post-processing steps
when the classifications errors with the traditional features
mentioned above are used.

In this part of the experiments, we present two sets of per-
formance comparison where in the first part, we train the classi-
fier with data from only one limb position, as opposed to multiple
positions, as this training scheme will remove the possible en-
hancement of the classifier by providing it with a general data
set. In a similar way to computing the plots presented in Fig. 9,
we have calculated the inter-and-intra-position error matrices for
each of the aforementioned feature sets. The mean inter-position
errors (this is the mean of the off-diagonal elements of the inter-
position classification error matrices) were calculated as 22.58%,
23.69%, 23.62%, 26.10%, 27.06%, 24.99%, 25.57%, and22.19% for each
of the TDMOM, Hjorth, REDMOM, TD, TDAR, Barlow, PSDMOM,
and wavelet features respectively. These results indicate that TD-
MOMand thewavelet features achieved lowermean inter-position
error rates in comparison to all other feature sets. In order to eval-
uate the statistical significance of the aforementioned classifica-
tion error rates achieved by our proposedmethod in comparison to
each of the other feature extractionmethods, thenwehave utilized
the well-known Student’s t-test with Bonferroni correction. Bon-
ferroni correction was utilized here to reduce the chance of com-
mitting a type-I error that is denoting the output from the test as
significant while in reality it is not significant and vice versa. For a
significance level of 0.05, the achieved p-values for comparing our
method against each of the othermethodswere 0.0034 for TDMOM
vs. Hjorth, 0.0044 for TDMOM vs. REDMOM, ≪ 0.001 for TDMOM
vs. TD, ≪ 0.001 for TDMOM vs. TDAR, ≪ 0.001 for TDMOM vs.
Barlow, ≪ 0.001 for TDMOM vs. PSDMOM, indicating significant
enhancements by our method on the rest of the methods, except
that of the wavelet features, which resulted in a p-value of 0.5323
indicating no significant differences between our method and the
wavelet features. These results suggests significant enhancements
in this specific experiment by our method upon all other features
except wavelet features.

In the second part, we train the classifier on data frommultiple
limbpositions andobserve the generalization capability of the clas-
sifier when been tested on data from an unseen position that was
not included in the training. In simplerwords, training datawas ac-
quired frommultiple limb positions, except from the position upon
which the testing data was acquired from, i.e., training and test-
ing data are from completely separate positions. As an example,
when training on the data from P2, P3, P4, and P5 and testing on P1
the achieved error rateswere 10.56% on average across all subjects,
while training on the data fromP1, P3, P4, and P5 and testing on the
data from P2 resulted in an average error rate of 7.38% on average
across all subjects, and so on for the rest of the positions with the
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Fig. 15. Different feature sets classification error rates when training on EMG data
from all positions, except the one being tested on. These are the average across all
movements and all subjects with bars indicating standard error.

results shown in Fig. 15. These results clearly show that the pro-
posed feature set was able to compete with the other methods and
achieve, on average across all subjects, lower classification error
rates, except on P4 where wavelet features showed slightly lower
error rates. The average error rates, across all positions, were also
computed as 8.85% for our proposed moments, 12.06% for Hjorth
parameters, 12.67% for REDMOMmoments (Vuskovic & Du, 2005),
12.32% for TD features, and 12.73% for TDAR features, 11.69 % for
Barlow moments, 12.71% for PSDMOM, and 9.8% for wavelet fea-
tures. These results further suggests that the performance of the
Hjorth, RECMOM, TD, TDAR, Barlow, and PSDMOM features tend to
be significantly lower than that of our proposed TDMOM and the
wavelet features when the training data was acquired frommulti-
ple positions. This is justified by the confusion caused to the clas-
sifier by these features when these features were combined from
multiple limb positions to form the training set. Finally, it should
be also noted here that despite the close performance by our pro-
posed method and that of the wavelet features, the computational
complexity of our time domain features is much lower than that
of the wavelet features. This in turn forms a factor that favors our
proposed features upon that of the wavelet features.

In order to evaluate the statistical significance of the aforemen-
tioned classification error rates achieved by our proposed method
in comparison to each of the other feature extraction methods,
then we have utilized the Student’s t-test with Bonferroni cor-
rection was utilized again. For a significance level of 0.05, the
achieved p-values for comparing our method against each of the
other methods were ≪0.01 indicating significant enhancements
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by our method, except that of the wavelet features, which resulted
in a p-value of 0.08 indicating no significant differences between
our method and the wavelet features. However, one important
point that may result in favoring our method upon the wavelet
feature extraction is the associated computational time required
by the different methods. Specifically, on a laptop with i7 proces-
sor operating at 1.73 GHz with 4 cores and 16 GB of RAM running
windows 8 and Matlab 2013 and for a record length of 100 ms the
proposed TDMOM required 0.56 ms to compute the proposed fea-
tures while the wavelet decomposition required 2.6 ms, i.e., an ad-
vantage of time reduction by a factor of 78.46%. Finally it should
be also mentioned here that our main argument is not to compete
with the wavelet features, but to produce a time-domain imple-
mentation for the features that usually require a transformation
to the frequency-domain while maintaining the accuracy. It is true
thatmodernprocessorsmight be able to further reduce the compu-
tational time by both methods, however, with the advent in signal
processing tool, further reducing the computational costs is always
a desire for any real-time implementation.

5. Conclusion

The paper has provided an investigation of the effect of upper-
limb position on EMG pattern recognition performance. Our
analysis reveals that mainly two factors affect the performance
of the EMG system at different limb positions. The first factor is
shown to be related to the quality of the extracted features and
their ability to robustly identify the hand movements at different
limb positions. Variations in the EMG signal characteristics at the
different limb positions could incur changes in signal amplitude,
shape, time scaling, and frequency spectrum translations. The
second factor is related to the variations in muscle recruitment,
with different muscle combinations recruited to perform a specific
task at different limb positions to stabilize the limb. In order to
tackle the effects of the aforementioned factors, we have proposed
a new feature set based on time-domain derivations of spectral
moments. It has been shown that by using Fourier transform time-
frequency relationships, a set of power spectral moments can be
derived directly from the time-domain forming a set of invariants
to signal scaling, amplification and translation. Additionally, the
proposed features also included measures to identify the EMG
energy variations by studying the local as well as the global
information from each record, while also estimating the amount
of power spectrum correlation between the EMG signals from
each two channels. The EMG data utilized in testing the proposed
feature set was acquired from eleven subjects performing eight
classes of hand movements at five different limb positions. Two
sets of experiments were conducted using off-line testing and on-
line test, with a video demonstration supplement (see Appendix
A). The results indicate that by using the proposed features and
training the classifier on EMG data from multiple limb positions,
it is possible for the classifier to generalize well upon EMG data
from unseen positions with an average error rate of up to 8.85%
across all positions. This in turn suggests that our new feature
set was successful, to a large extent, in tackling the limb position
effect. This has been demonstrated with the real-time tests, with
an example shown in the video supplement (see Appendix A).
Our experiments also included a comparison with many of the
available feature extractionmethods from the literature indicating
that our proposed feature setwasmore successful thanmanyof the
available feature extraction algorithms in tackling this problem,
even when the training data was acquired from multiple limb
positions. The results also suggested that only three positions
are required for training the classifier which in turn results in a
reduced cost of data collection during training.
Appendix A. Supplementary data

Supplementary material related to this article can be found
online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neunet.2014.03.010.
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